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molly is working at an upper class party when one of the guests starts harassing her in her position all molly can do is politely insist that she s merely a waitress until leandro a spanish banker and a duke steps in to protect her as brave as a hero and as hot as a fallen angel leandro invites her to his chambers that night and she offers him her virginity but the next morning he makes her an unbelievable offer he wants to make her a part of his life as his mistress library assistant nell frost is on a mission to be more confident arriving at luiz santoro s magnificent spanish mansion she s determined to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard luiz knows nell has the wrong man but this young virgin dressed in shapeless clothes could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress with two conditions no marriage no children but soon nell has broken all the rules synopsis coming soon when nel finds out her nineteen year old niece who has just received a college scholarship and has her whole life ahead of her is suddenly married nel hurries off to spain to meet with her niece s partner luis but she can only find his cousin who has the same name he suggests to a bewildered nel that if they pretend to be engaged for his ill grandmother she might tell them where the couple is pretending to be engaged to such an arrogant man no way however with no other leads on the whereabouts of her niece nel has no choice but to rely on luis so nel reluctantly slips on the family ring that has been passed on for generations ce note the heroine s name is spelled nell in original publication his one night heir his vengeance was strictly business until he discovers she s carrying his heir antonio herrera s plan is simple persuade innocent amelia disalvo to sell the shares in his rival s business but what the spanish billionaire didn t plan on
was their intense connection now antonio has only one aim the ultimate seduction so he s stunned to discover their nine month consequence to secure his heir he ll do the unthinkable and shockingly pleasurable and make amelia his wife enter a world of revenge romance and shocking consequences it started with an island romance and led to one very surprising consequence more at home with a book than on the beach dr anna gray has stepped out of her comfort zone to help her mother prepare her wedding island resort for its first event but when delicious leo di marquez sails onto la isla marina anna is tempted into dropping her guard one kiss at a time and with unexpected consequences you will come to spain you will marry me for sweet maid poppy harris her one and only passionate experience was scorching and absolutely forbidden she shouldn t have succumbed to spanish aristocrat rico montero s tantalizing seduction but his touch was all consuming and had a nine month consequence poppy believes they could never be anything more until rico appears on her doorstep demanding his hidden daughter and determined to make poppy his wife enjoy this intensely dramatic marriage of convenience her scandalous announcement will change his life i m pregnant with your child kind hearted waitress skye has imagined this moment her chance to finally tell imposing spanish billionaire lazaro that their unexpected and intensely passionate night together has had consequences yet after confronting him with the truth at an exclusive party she finds their still sizzling connection hits her again like a thunderbolt and what lazaro says to her next is even more shocking a marriage made in the mediterranean a connection made forever when julian santigo offers cassie wells a job at his luxury mallorcan resort she can hardly refuse she s alone unemployed and pregnant when he offers her marriage she needs a little more convincing but julian needs a bride cassie must provide for her unborn baby and they ve been fighting their desire far too long will an engagement convince them this isn t just another business arrangement for the waitress it was true love but for the wealthy man it was just a one night fling skye sneaks into a big wedding of a prominent spanish family it s all because of lazaro sanchez she didn
t know much about the investment superstar when she first met him only that she was extremely attracted to him he d been the first man she d ever spent a night with and then she got pregnant skye is going to the wedding to tell him the truth but the media learns of her situation and the wedding is canceled to calm down the situation lazaro asks skye to marry him eine undurchdringliche mauer umgibt leandros stolzes herz seit seine frau gestorben ist und eine neue liebe ist für den spanischen herzog unvorstellbar doch dafür verspürt er etwas anders als ihm die zarte molly auf einer party begegnet brennendes verlangen eine liebesnacht mit dieser schönheit warum nicht aber die sinnlichen stunden haben ungeahnte folgen molly erwartet ein baby seine ehre befiehlt leandro molly muss auf sein castillo kommen dort wird er sie heiraten dort wird sie ihm seinen sohn und erben schenken nur an liebe denkt er noch immer nicht a billionaire playboy demands a texas waitress marry him after learning she s pregnant in this contemporary romance by a usa today bestselling author there can be no resistance only surrender waitress belle langtry s night of no regrets with ruthless playboy santiago velazquez was never meant to be more than a sinfully sweet memory until fate has other plans and belle finds herself carrying the baby she never thought possible santiago has long rejected all notions of fatherhood so belle s news is shocking he might refuse to trust her but santiago won t let belle escape his claim to her or their child his plan to bind belle with his ring and keep her in thrall to him with his touch rowan had been isandro salazar s bride of convenience but knowing that the spanish billionaire would never love her as she loved him her choice was to make her unborn child her priority and then once he was born make her dark journey by herself but in isandro s eyes rowan s decision rendered her a gold digger who had committed the worst possible crime however he couldn t stop her seeing her baby son or deny that the passion between them was as raw and intense as ever sexy billionaires they re rich ruthless and sinfully sexy be seduced by this collection of four passionate stories the billionaire s contract bride by carol marinelli zavier chambers is one of australia s most powerful playboys and to him
tabitha reece is just a golddigger so why can’t he get her out of his mind.

Discovering Tabitha needs to marry for money he seizes his chance to get her exactly where he wants her in his bed and with the stakes so high Tabitha is willing to play the game. The Mediterranean billionaire’s blackmail bargain by Abby Green.

Ruthless and dangerously seductive Dante d’Aquanni has a reputation to uphold when Alicia Parker turns up at his Lake Como villa with the press in tow claiming he’s responsible for her sister’s pregnancy. He’s furious; he knows her kind and he’ll make her pay in any way he sees fit. The Greek billionaire’s baby revenge by Jennie Lucas.

Anna made one mistake when working for Nikos Stavrakis; sharing his bed believing Nikos to be unfaithful. Anna left him but nine months later she is left nursing a tiny baby. Nikos is furious when he discovers Anna has his son. So he will make Anna his bride and teach her who’s boss. Mistress pregnant by the Spanish billionaire by Kim Lawrence.

Library assistant Nell Frost is on a mission to confront the man who is nothing but a heartless seducer of women but Nell has underestimated the power of Luiz Santoro. One look at this young virgin dressed in shapeless clothes and this Spaniard makes a plan with two conditions: no marriage, no children. But rules are made to be broken. Step into a world of sophistication and glamour where sinfully seductive heroes await you in luxurious international locations. Back in her husband’s bed pregnant with the billionaire’s baby while raising her daughter as a single parent.

Dominique was stunned to discover that her daughter’s father, Ramon, had died in an accident. She feels sad even though he was the man who left her right after she told him about her pregnancy. That feeling, however, is soon replaced with anxiety he was from a wealthy family in Spain she wouldn’t know what to do if they were to take her daughter away. A few days later, Christiano, the head of the family shows up at her doorstep. He embraces her as soon as he sees her and begs her to spend Christmas in Spain for the sake of his aunt who wants to meet the daughter of her late son, a Spanish billionaire. Rekindles his passion and discovers a shocking revelation in the USA today bestselling author’s steamy second chance romance. Leandro Sanchez never...
forgot the beautiful virgin who lit a fire in him like no other then betrayed him when abigail christie appears on his doorstep leandro decides one last explosive night is the only way to finally break the spell but abigail has a secret their son when leandro discovers the true consequence of their steamy nights it leaves abigail completely at the billionaire s mercy the spanish tycoon always gets what he wants and now he s determined to legitimize his heir by seducing abigail into wearing his ring a spanish billionaire has a lot to learn when a beautiful ballerina declares she s carrying his child in this gripping romance when spanish tycoon javier casillas learns his explosive night with sophie johnson left her pregnant he s adamant they wed but not even the red hot pleasures of their marriage bed can thaw the ice around javier s dark heart until warm compassionate sophie demands more to truly claim his wife and unborn child can javier accept that giving them his all is the key to his redemption a marriage made in the mediterranean a connection made forever when julian alhambra offers cassie santo a job at his luxury mallorcan resort she can hardly refuse she s alone unemployed and pregnant but julian wants more cassie as his bride cassie must provide for her unborn baby and they ve been fighting their desire far too long pregnant with the billionaire s baby jacob sin sinclair s night with prim luccy ended with an unexpected twist she left him luccy s shame at succumbing to one night of exquisite pleasure with the sinful billionaire is only heightened when she discovers she s expecting his baby sin tracks her down the Sinclair heir inheritor to his billions will not be illegitimate mistress pregnant by the spanish billionaire arriving at luiz santoro s magnificent spanish mansion library assistant nell frost intends to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard who thinks nell could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress pregnant with the de rossi heir the last time gianluca de rossi saw kate richardson she was naked in his arms now his vanishing one night stand is his new temporary secretary not only that she s expecting gianluca is triumphant at becoming a father and will make his stand in secretary his full time
wife principe vittoro micheli scorsoliniis shaking off the pressures of ruling a country and going on holiday undercover but that s okay so is constanza mendez at the spaniard s pleasure jacqueline baird when nick menendez discovered that beautiful liza summers was working for the prime suspect in a diamond robbery case the spanish security tycoon took matters into his own hands and liza into his custody he decided the simplest way to uncover the truth and protect her was to take her to his bed and keep her there until he knew her full involvement the spaniard s woman diana hamilton sebastian garcia is shaken by the overwhelming attraction he feels for rosie lambert maybe it s because she seems innocent and trustworthy so unlike the many fortune hunters who ve pursued him before soon sebastian makes rosie his woman so how can rosie tell him the real reason for her sudden appearance in his life when it could destroy his faith in her and she may be pregnant with his child mistress pregnant by the spanish billionaire kim lawrence library assistant nell frost is on a mission to be more confident arriving at luiz santoro s magnificent spanish mansion she s determined to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard luiz knows nell has the wrong man but this young virgin could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress with two conditions no marriage no children but soon nell has broken all the rules infamous playboy tristan romero meets ordinary lily at a lavish ball and arrogantly predicts that she will wake up the following morning between his designer silk sheets powerless to resist this wicked billionaire lily knows tristan is only offering one night but then she discovers she s pregnant tristan s aristocratic duty demands he take lily as his bride however lily s shame over accepting a loveless proposal is heightened when she realizes that as the spaniard s wife she ll be expected to fulfill his every need in his spanish castillo marcos ramirez has been planning his retribution for the winter family and now it s time marcos will take tamsin and destroy her family but tamsin isn t the hedonistic society girl he expected she s beautiful and courageous bedding her will be sweet and it s then that marcos realizes
Tamsin is a virgin and innocent of all she's been accused of. Mr. April Rodrigo Valderrama, billionaire Spanish surgeon, is her patient. The woman he always wanted his problem: an explosive pregnancy secret. He rushed to her side the moment he learned of her accident, whisking the recovering Cybele away to his palatial seafront estate. The wealthy doctor vowed to care for and protect the pregnant young widow and never let her know his true feelings. But he feared that even with all his brilliant skills, he might not be able to keep Cybele if she learned the truth about his role in her pregnancy. Unfortunately, the notorious playboy needs a wife before he's thirty and time is running out. His stepmother's sexy debt-ridden personal assistant seems like the perfect solution. So he makes her a business deal she can't refuse: one million euros for three months as his wife. He wants even to enjoy being married to Helen. Providing he can convince her not to kick him somewhere painful again. Helen Marshall can't believe Ricardo's outrageous proposal, or that she's considering it, but she must help clear her parents' debts or her family faces ruin. The small print on the marriage contract states they'll be husband and wife for three months in every way, including in the bedroom. But there's nothing in the contract about falling in love or what they do when the three months are up. They want to negotiate a clause binding them forever. It started with an island romance: an Italian tycoon needs help from the woman who once left him at the altar. He'll use his powers of seduction to get it. This second-chance romance: Allegra Avesti never realized her fiancé, the wickedly handsome tycoon Stefano Capozzi, saw her as just another item on his agenda. How could she share her life with a man who negotiated the terms of their marriage in the boardroom rather than the bedroom? Years later, Stefano needs Allegra's help and is determined to claim his runaway bride. The defiant Allegra will return to Italy, even if he has to seduce her into agreeing. In this passionate pregnancy romance, Jackie Ashenden shows how the Spaniard wastes no time in claiming his one-night scandal. The consequences of one night that never should have happened.
silvera was always my rock until the day he ruthlessly cut me off then we collided again resulting in an explosion of forbidden utterly unforgettable passion leaving me pregnant certain con couldn’t love me i was determined to raise our baby alone but the billionaire had different ideas and now here i am unceremoniously kidnapped and stranded in his beautiful manor house but still i crave his electrifying touch if con is going to demand his child i’m going to demand he let me in from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds read all the rival billionaire tycoons books book 1 a diamond for my forbidden bride book 2 stolen for my spanish scandal when celeste prince discovers her beloved family business has been sold to millionaire benton scott she’s determined to get it back but gorgeous benton sets her pulse racing and her carefully laid plans lead her to just one place his bed benton makes it clear right from the start that he can’t offer more than a steamy affair the passion is scorching but ben’s emotions are still in the deep freeze and celeste knows that only a dramatic collision course with his troubled past can thaw them as heir to the throne prince tair al sharif is driven by duty to his country and indulges in women on a mistress only basis beige wearing bespectacled molly james is certainly not the kind of woman he usually beds but tair is outraged to be told that dowdy molly is actually a seductress in disguise she needs to be stopped taking her as a captive to the desert he discovers this miss mouse is innocent in every way now tair wants her as his bride a spanish billionaire’s steamy dalliance makes him a father and perhaps a husband in this contemporary romance by a usa today bestselling author lola price didn’t dare tell rodrigo cabrera she was pregnant after he spurned her but now that he’s discovered her secret he’s determined his child will take his name while their mutual desire in the marriage bed is undeniable rodrigo keeps himself at a distance yet fiery lola won’t be pushed away again she’ll show rodrigo that their son and their relationship are worth fighting for indulge in this dramatic secret baby story a playboy prince pays the price for bedding a beautiful waitress a baby and a wedding in this classic contemporary romance when virgin waitress holly is
thrown into the playboy prince's arms, he lives up to his wicked reputation by bedding her then casting her aside. Holly is pregnant, but Casper is furious. Holly's just a scheming gold digger, but royal protocol demands he make her his bride. Innocent Holly has the wedding of her dreams, and Casper knows her first duty as his convenient wife will be on their wedding night. Originally published in 2008, Alexa Montague is mortified: she had to call off her sister's wedding, and now the ruthless, arrogant groom Santos Cordero is demanding shy, ugly duckling Alexa take her sister's place. The Montagues have stolen his money and his convenient bride, so Santos will enjoy taking Alexa instead. For Santos does not love, but his body burns for Alexa as it has for no other woman. Before he'll keep her captive in his bed until she's begging to be his. One night of pure passion leads to pregnancy for these Cinderellas, and their shocking secrets are about to be revealed. Drama and temptation collide in these secret baby romances from Michelle Smart and USA Today bestselling authors Lynne Graham, Abby Green, and Caitlin Crews. The Greek's Pregnant Cinderella by Michelle Smart: You will go to the ball and be seduced by a billionaire hotel maid. Tabitha is stunned to be gifted a ticket to Giannis's ball, but this untouched Cinderella ends up in the Greek tycoon's bed. Utterly pleased, she expects to return to her ordinary life until Tabitha discovers her midnight encounter had nine-month consequences. His Cinderella's One Night Heir by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham: From the Italian's Temporary Temptation to His Pregnant Cinderella. Billionaire Dante's fake relationship with penniless waitress Belle was only supposed to last two weeks to help him clinch his latest business deal. But one astounding night of seduction in Paris will change the course of their convenient arrangement forever. With the news that Belle is carrying his baby, Confessions of a Pregnant Cinderella by USA Today bestselling author Abby Green, her scandalous announcement will change his life. I'm pregnant with your child, waitress Sky has imagined this moment her chance to finally tell powerful Spanish billionaire Lazaro that their unexpected and intensely passionate night together had consequences but what Lazaro says to her next is even more shocking.
secrets of his forbidden cinderella by usa today bestselling author caitlin crews

Cinderella's scandalous secret their forbidden passion had consequences overwhelming

Irresistible off limits Teo was all those things to innocent Amelia until she attends

His opulent masquerade ball and they share a deliciously anonymous encounter now

Amelia must tell brooding Teo he's the father of her unborn baby from Harlequin

Presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds the consequence of

Our one night a pregnant virgin will he even believe me? Real estate magnate Renzo was

Shocked when Esther an American woman he had never met before told him she was

Pregnant with his child according to her Renzo's ex-wife had asked her to be a

Surrogate for them but then told Esther that she didn't want the child anymore after

She and Renzo divorced now Esther's come to Renzo in distress. Renzo is intrigued by

The idea of having an heir so he decides to have Esther act as his pretend fiancée

Gradually however he becomes fascinated by her innocence
The Spanish Billionaire's Pregnant Wife

2014-12-30

molly is working at an upper class party when one of the guests starts harassing her in her position all molly can do is politely insist that she's merely a waitress until leandro a spanish banker and a duke steps in to protect her as brave as a hero and as hot as a fallen angel leandro invites her to his chambers that night and she offers him her virginity but the next morning he makes her an unbelievable offer he wants to make her a part of his life as his mistress

The Spanish Billionaire's Pregnant Wife

2009-04

library assistant nell frost is on a mission to be more confident arriving at luiz santoro's magnificent spanish mansion she's determined to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard luiz knows nell has the wrong man but this young virgin dressed in shapeless clothes could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress with two conditions no marriage no children but soon nell has broken all the rules

Mistress: Pregnant by the Spanish Billionaire

2010-05-01

synopsis coming soon
Spanish Scandals: Secrets at Sunset/the Spanish Billionaire's Pregnant Wife/Carrying the Spaniard's Child/Her Little Spanish Secret

2021-07-28

when nel finds out her nineteen year old niece who has just received a college scholarship and has her whole life ahead of her is suddenly married nel hurries off to spain to meet with her niece s partner luis but she can only find his cousin who has the same name he suggests to a bewildered nel that if they pretend to be engaged for his ill grandmother she might tell them where the couple is pretending to be engaged to such an arrogant man no way however with no other leads on the whereabouts of her niece nel has no choice but to rely on luis so nel reluctantly slips on the family ring that has been passed on for generations ce note the heroine s name is spelled nell in original publication

Mistress: Pregnant by the Spanish Billionaire

2011-07-01

his one night heir

Spanish Scandals: Secrets At Sunset: The Spanish
his vengeance was strictly business until he discovers she's carrying his heir
antonio herrera's plan is simple: persuade innocent amelia disalvo to sell the shares
in his rival's business but what the spanish billionaire didn't plan on was their
intense connection now antonio has only one aim: the ultimate seduction so he's
stunned to discover their nine month consequence to secure his heir he'll do the
unthinkable and shockingly pleasurable and make amelia his wife enter a world of
revenge romance and shocking consequences

Spaniard's Baby of Revenge

it started with an island romance and led to one very surprising consequence more at
home with a book than on the beach dr anna gray has stepped out of her comfort zone
to help her mother prepare her wedding island resort for its first event but when
delicious leo di marquez sails onto la isla marina anna is tempted into dropping her
guard one kiss at a time and with unexpected consequences
Baby Surprise for the Spanish Billionaire

2018-03-01

you will come to spain you will marry me for sweet maid poppy harris her one and only passionate experience was scorching and absolutely forbidden she shouldn t have succumbed to spanish aristocrat rico montero s tantalizing seduction but his touch was all consuming and had a nine month consequence poppy believes they could never be anything more until rico appears on her doorstep demanding his hidden daughter and determined to make poppy his wife enjoy this intensely dramatic marriage of convenience

The Maid's Spanish Secret

2019-08-01

her scandalous announcement will change his life i m pregnant with your child kind hearted waitress skye has imagined this moment her chance to finally tell imposing spanish billionaire lazaro that their unexpected and intensely passionate night together has had consequences yet after confronting him with the truth at an exclusive party she finds their still sizzling connection hits her again like a thunderbolt and what lazaro says to her next is even more shocking

Confessions of a Pregnant Cinderella

2020-03
a marriage made in the mediterranean a connection made forever when julian santigo offers cassie wells a job at his luxury mallorcan resort she can hardly refuse she s alone unemployed and pregnant when he offers her marriage she needs a little more convincing but julian needs a bride cassie must provide for her unborn baby and they ve been fighting their desire far too long will an engagement convince them this isn t just another business arrangement

**Spanish Tycoon's Convenient Bride**

2020-08-01

for the waitress it was true love but for the wealthy man it was just a one night fling skye sneaks into a big wedding of a prominent spanish family it s all because of lazaro sanchez she didn t know much about the investment superstar when she first met him only that she was extremely attracted to him he d been the first man she d ever spent a night with and then she got pregnant skye is going to the wedding to tell him the truth but the media learns of her situation and the wedding is canceled to calm down the situation lazaro asks skye to marry him

**CONFESSIONS OF A PREGNANT CINDERELLA**

2022-11-20

eine undurchdringliche mauer umgibt leandro's stolzes herz seit seine frau gestorben ist und eine neue liebe ist für den spanischen herzog unvorstellbar doch dafür verspürt er etwas anders als ihm die zarte molly auf einer party begegnet brennendes verlangen eine liebesnacht mit dieser schönheit warum nicht aber die sinnlichen
Stolz und Verlangen

2009-09-20

A billionaire playboy demands a Texas waitress marry him after learning she’s pregnant in this contemporary romance by a USA Today bestselling author. There can be no resistance only surrender. Waitress Belle Langtry’s night of no regrets with ruthless playboy Santiago Velazquez was never meant to be more than a sinfully sweet memory until fate has other plans and Belle finds herself carrying the baby she never thought possible. Santiago has long rejected all notions of fatherhood so Belle’s news is shocking. He might refuse to trust her but Santiago won’t let Belle escape his claim to her or their child. His plan to bind Belle with his ring and keep her in thrall to him with his touch.

Carrying the Spaniard’s Child

2017-08-01

Rowan had been Isandro Salazar’s bride of convenience but knowing that the Spanish billionaire would never love her as she loved him, her choice was to make her unborn child her priority and then once he was born, make her dark journey by herself but in Isandro’s eyes, Rowan’s decision rendered her a gold digger who had committed the worst possible crime. However, he couldn’t stop her seeing her baby son or deny that...
the passion between them was as raw and intense as ever

The Spaniard's Marriage Bargain

2008

sexy billionaires they re rich ruthless and sinfully sexy be seduced by this collection of four passionate stories the billionaire s contract bride by carol marinelli zavier chambers is one of australia s most powerful playboys and to him tabitha reece is just a golddigger so why can t he get her out of his mind discovering tabitha needs to marry for money he seizes his chance to get her exactly where he wants her in his bed and with the stakes so high tabitha is willing to play the game the mediterranean billionaire s blackmail bargain by abby green cynical ruthless and dangerously seductive dante d aquanni has a reputation to uphold when alicia parker turns up at his lake como villa with the press in tow claiming he s responsible for her sister s pregnancy he s furious he knows her kind and he ll make her pay in any way he sees fit the greek billionaire s baby revenge by jennie lucas anna made one mistake when working for nikos stavrakis sharing his bed believing nikos to be unfaithful anna left him but nine months later she is left nursing a tiny baby nikos is furious when he discovers anna has his sonso he will make anna his bride and teach her who s boss mistress pregnant by the spanish billionaire by kim lawrence library assistant nell frost is on a mission to confront the man who is nothing but a heartless seducer of women but nell has underestimated the power of luiz santoro one look at this young virgin dressed in shapeless clothes and this spaniard makes a plan with two conditions no marriage no children but rules are made to be broken
step into a world of sophistication and glamour where sinfully seductive heroes await you in luxurious international locations back in her husband s bed

The Spaniard's Marriage Bargain (Mills & Boon Modern)

pregnant with the billionaire s baby

Pregnant By The Billionaire: Pregnant with the Billionaire's Baby / Mistress: Pregnant by the Spanish Billionaire / Pregnant with the De Rossi Heir (Mills & Boon By Request)

while raising her daughter as a single parent dominique was stunned to discover that her daughter s father ramon had died in an accident she feels sad even though he was the man who left her right after she told him about her pregnancy that feeling however is soon replaced with anxiety he was from a wealthy family in spain she wouldn t know what to do if they were to take her daughter away a few days later
christiano the head of the family shows up at her doorstep he embraces her as soon as
he sees her and begs her to spend christmas in spain for the sake of his aunt who
wants to meet the daughter of her late son

THE SPANISH BILLIONAIRE'S CHRISTMAS BRIDE

2018-06-14

a spanish billionaire rekindles his passion and discovers a shocking revelation in
the usa today bestselling author s steamy second chance romance leandro sanchez never
forgot the beautiful virgin who lit a fire in him like no other then betrayed him
when abigail christie appears on his doorstep leandro decides one last explosive
night is the only way to finally break the spell but abigail has a secret their son
when leandro discovers the true consequence of their steamy nights it leaves abigail
completely at the billionaire s mercy the spanish tycoon always gets what he wants
and now he s determined to legitimize his heir by seducing abigail into wearing his
ring

The Secret Sanchez Heir

2017-06-01

a spanish billionaire has a lot to learn when a beautiful ballerina declares she s
carrying his child in this gripping romance when spanish tycoon javier casillas
learns his explosive night with sophie johnson left her pregnant he s adamant they
wed but not even the red hot pleasures of their marriage bed can thaw the ice around
javier s dark heart until warm compassionate sophie demands more to truly claim his
wife and unborn child can javier accept that giving them his all is the key to his redemption

**Billionaire's Baby of Redemption**

2018-10-01

a marriage made in the mediterranean a connection made forever when julian alhambra offers cassie santo a job at his luxury mallorcan resort she can hardly refuse she s alone unemployed and pregnant but julian wants more cassie as his bride cassie must provide for her unborn baby and they ve been fighting their desire far too long

**Spanish Tycoon's Convenient Bride**

2020-08

pregnant with the billionaire s baby jacob sin sinclair s night with prim luccy ended with an unexpected twist she left him luccy s shame at succumbing to one night of exquisite pleasure with the sinful billionaire is only heightened when she discovers she s expecting his baby sin tracks her down the Sinclair heir inheritor to his billions will not be illegitimate mistress pregnant by the spanish billionaire arriving at luiz santoro s magnificent spanish mansion library assistant nell frost intends to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard who thinks nell could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress pregnant with the de rossi heir the last time gianluca de rossi saw kate richardson she was naked in his arms now his vanishing one night stand is his new temporary secretary not only that she s expecting gianluca is
triumphant at becoming a father and will make his stand in secretary his full time
wife

**Pregnant by the Billionaire**

2012-06

principe vittoro micheli scorsoliniis shaking off the pressures of ruling a country
and going on holiday undercover but that s okay so is constanza mendez

**Scorsolini Baby Scandal (Mills & Boon Short Stories)**

2013-08-01

at the spaniard s pleasure jacqueline baird when nick menendez discovered that
beautiful liza summers was working for the prime suspect in a diamond robbery case
the spanish security tycoon took matters into his own hands and liza into his custody
he decided the simplest way to uncover the truth and protect her was to take her to
his bed and keep her there until he knew her full involvement the spaniard s woman
diana hamilton sebastian garcia is shaken by the overwhelming attraction he feels for
rosie lambert maybe it s because she seems innocent and trustworthy so unlike the
many fortune hunters who ve pursued him before soon sebastian makes rosie his woman
so how can rosie tell him the real reason for her sudden appearance in his life when
it could destroy his faith in her and she may be pregnant with his child mistress
pregnant by the spanish billionaire kim lawrence library assistant nell frost is on a
mission to be more confident arriving at luiz santoro s magnificent spanish mansion
she s determined to tell him what she thinks of him seducing her niece and then leave
but nell has underestimated the powerful spaniard luiz knows nell has the wrong man but this young virgin could have her uses he has a vacancy for a temporary mistress with two conditions no marriage no children but soon nell has broken all the rules

**Seductive Spaniards**

2014

infamous playboy tristan romero meets ordinary lily at a lavish ball and arrogantly predicts that she will wake up the following morning between his designer silk sheets powerless to resist this wicked billionaire lily knows tristan is only offering one night but then she discovers she s pregnant tristan s aristocratic duty demands he take lily as his bride however lily s shame over accepting a loveless proposal is heightened when she realizes that as the spaniard s wife she ll be expected to fulfill his every need

**The Society Wife**

2011-01-01

in his spanish castillo marcos ramirez has been planning his retribution for the winter family and now it s time marcos will take tamsin and destroy her family but tamsin isn t the hedonistic society girl he expected she s beautiful and courageous bedding her will be sweet and it s then that marcos realizes tamsin s a virgin and innocent of all she s been accused of
The Spaniard's Defiant Virgin

2008-05-01

mr april rodrigo valderrama billionaire spanish surgeon his patient the woman he s always wanted his problem an explosive pregnancy secret he d rushed to her side the moment he d learned of her accident whisking the recovering cybele away to his palatial seafont estate the wealthy doctor vowed to care for and protect the pregnant young widow and never let her know his true feelings but he feared that even with all his brilliant skills he might not be able to keep cybele if she learned the truth about his role in her pregnancy

Billionaire, M.D.

2010-04-01

the last thing billionaire ricardo almanza wants is to be married unfortunately the notorious playboy needs wife before he s thirty and time is running out his stepmother s sexy debt ridden personal assistant seems like the perfect solution so he makes her a business deal she can t refuse one million euros for three months as his wife he might even enjoy being married to helen providing he can convince her not to kick him somewhere painful again helen marshall can t believe ricardo s outrageous proposal or that she s considering it but she must help clear her parents debts or her family faces financial ruin the small print on the marriage contract states they ll be husband and wife for three months in every way including in the bedroom but there s nothing in the contract about falling in love or what they do when the three months is up and they want to negotiate a clause binding them forever
The Spanish Billionaire's Hired Bride

2012-10-07

it started with an island romance

Baby Surprise For The Spanish Billionaire (Mills & Boon True Love) (Wedding Island, Book 1)

2018-02-08

an italian tycoon needs help from the woman who once left him at the altar and he ll use his powers of seduction to get it in this second chance romance allegra avesti never realized that her fiancé wickedly handsome tycoon stefano capozzi saw her as just another item on his agenda how could she share her life with a man who d negotiated the terms of their marriage in the boardroom rather than the bedroom years later stefano needs allegra s help and is determined to claim his runaway bride the defiant allegra will return to italy with him even if he has to seduce her into agreeing

The Italian's Bought Bride

2009-01-30

in this passionate pregnancy romance by jackie ashenden the spanaird wastes no time in claiming his one night scandal the consequences of one night that never should
have happened my stepbrother constantine silvera was always my rock until the day he ruthlessly cut me off then we collided again resulting in an explosion of forbidden utterly unforgettable passion leaving me pregnant certain con couldn t love me i was determined to raise our baby alone but the billionaire had different ideas and now here i am unceremoniously kidnapped and stranded in his beautiful manor house but still i crave his electrifying touch if con is going to demand his child i m going to demand he let me in from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds read all the rival billionaire tycoons books book 1 a diamond for my forbidden bride book 2 stolen for my spanish scandal

Stolen for My Spanish Scandal

2022-08-23

when celeste prince discovers her beloved family business has been sold to millionaire benton scott she s determined to get it back but gorgeous benton sets her pulse racing and her carefully laid plans lead her to just one place his bed benton makes it clear right from the start that he can t offer more than a steamy affair the passion is scorching but ben s emotions are still in the deep freeze and celeste knows that only a dramatic collision course with his troubled past can thaw them

Confessions of a Millionaire's Mistress

2009-02-01

as heir to the throne prince tair al sharif is driven by duty to his country and indulges in women on a mistress only basis beige wearing bespectacled molly james is
certainly not the kind of woman he usually beds but tair is outraged to be told that dowdy molly is actually a seductress in disguise she needs to be stopped taking her as a captive to the desert he discovers this miss mouse is innocent in every way now tair wants her as his bride

**Desert Prince, Defiant Virgin**

2009-02-01

a spanish billionaire s steamy dalliance makes him a father and perhaps a husband in this contemporary romance by a usa today bestselling author lola price didn t dare tell rodrigo cabrera she was pregnant after he spurned her but now that he s discovered her secret he s determined his child will take his name while their mutual desire in the marriage bed is undeniable rodrigo keeps himself at a distance yet fiery lola won t be pushed away again she ll show rodrigo that their son and their relationship are worth fighting for indulge in this dramatic secret baby story

**The Baby the Billionaire Demands**

2018-11-01

a playboy prince pays the price for bedding a beautiful waitress a baby and a wedding in this classic contemporary romance when virgin waitress holly is thrown into the playboy prince s arms he lives up to his wicked reputation by bedding her then casting her aside holly is pregnant casper is furious holly s just a scheming gold digger but royal protocol demands he make her his bride innocent holly has the wedding of her dreams and casper knows her first duty as his convenient wife will be
on their wedding night originally published in 2008

**The Prince's Waitress Wife**

2009-02-01

alexia montague is mortified she s had to call off her sister s wedding and now the ruthless arrogant groom santos cordero is demanding shy ugly duckling alexa take her sister s place the montagues have stolen his money and his convenient bride so santos will enjoy taking alexa instead for santos does not cannot love but his body burns for alexa as it has for no other woman before he ll keep her captive in his bed until she s begging to be his

**Cordero's Forced Bride**

2009-02-01

one night of pure passion leads to pregnancy for these cinderellas and their shocking secrets are about to be revealed drama and temptation collide in these secret baby romances from michelle smart and usa today bestselling authors lynne graham abby green and caitlin crews the greek s pregnant Cinderella by michelle smart you will go to the ball and be seduced by a billionaire hotel maid tabitha is stunned to be gifted a ticket to giannis s ball but this untouched Cinderella ends up in the greek tycoon s bed utterly pleased she expects to return to her ordinary life until tabitha discovers her midnight encounter had nine month consequences his Cinderella s one night heir by usa today bestselling author lynne graham from the italian s temporary temptation to his pregnant Cinderella billionaire dante s fake relationship
with penniless waitress belle was only supposed to last two weeks to help him clinch his latest business deal but one astounding night of seduction in paris will change the course of their convenient arrangement forever with the news that belle is carrying his baby confessions of a pregnant cinderella by usa today bestselling author abby green her scandalous announcement will change his life i m pregnant with your child waitress skye has imagined this moment her chance to finally tell powerful spanish billionaire lazaro that their unexpected and intensely passionate night together had consequences but what lazaro says to her next is even more shocking secrets of his forbidden cinderella by usa today bestselling author caitlin crews cinderella s scandalous secret their forbidden passion had consequences overwhelming irresistible off limits teo was all those things to innocent amelia until she attends his opulent masquerade ball and they share a deliciously anonymous encounter now amelia must tell brooding teo he s the father of her unborn baby from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds

Cinderella's Forbidden Secrets Collection

2020-08-10

the consequence of our one night

Stolen For My Spanish Scandal (Mills & Boon Modern) (Rival Billionaire Tycoons, Book 2)

2022-08-01

a pregnant virgin will he even believe me real estate magnate renzo was shocked when
esther an american woman he had never met before told him she was pregnant with his child according to her renzo s ex wife had asked her to be a surrogate for them but then told esther that she didn t want the child anymore after she and renzo divorced now esther s come to renzo in distress renzo is intrigued by the idea of having an heir so he decides to have esther act as his pretend fiancée gradually however he becomes fascinated by her innocence

THE ITALIAN'S PREGNANT VIRGIN

2021-02-01
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